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Current situation and Aims
Present gaps:
• Existing EGI data management infrastructure does not support open 
data publishing
• Open data must be accessible through diverse authentication
technologies
• Metadata stored in EGI infrastructure is not compatible with “open” 
metadata standards
• Data sets are often too large to be completely transferred to users 
infrastructure
EGI Open Data Platform aims to:
• Address the above
• Manage entire data life cycle from raw data to preservation
• Combine efficient computation services with open data managed by 
federated infrastructures
• Foster collaboration with SME’s (European Big Data Value)
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Community requirements collection
REQ1.   Publication of open research data based on policies
REQ2.   Make large data sets available without transferring them completely
REQ3.   Enabling complex metadata queries
REQ4.   Integration of the open data access data management with community portals
REQ5.   Data identification, linking and citation
REQ6.   Enabling sharing of data between researchers under certain conditions
REQ7.   Sharing and accessing data across federations
REQ8.   Long term data preservation
REQ9.   Data provenance
EUDAT will be doing bit preservation
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Open Data Platform Architecture
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ODP Features
• Access to data sets over REST, CDMI and 
POSIX
• Extensive metadata support – from simple
key-value attributes to JSON and RDF 
documents
• Support for Handle system based identifiers
(e.g. DOI, PID)
• Simple OpenID Connect based
authentication integrated with EGI AAI
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Open Data Platform workflow
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Handle system support
• ODP supports Handle system based identifier
services (e.g. DOI and PID)
• Any user can register such service, provided they
have a valid account with the registrar
• Handle service can be used by multiple users with 
various access rights (registering identifiers, editing
metdata, etc.)
• For custom services a simple Handle Proxy Service 
can be implemented which will translate between
ODP Handle API and the registrar API
• Each file or collection can be accessed directly using
DOI identifier (DOI resolves to ODP recognizable
URL)
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OAI-PMH
• ODP supports full OAI-PMH Data Provider 
protocol
• By default ODP will expose all metadata of 
shares which have been made publicly
available
• Currently Dublin Core is supported for 
record metadata but can be extended in the 
future
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• Reference data set provisioning service based on 
Open Data Platform
• A single point of entry for Open Data sets
managed on EGI FedCloud
• EGI DataHub provides access to reference
scientific data of public interest using multiple
interfaces including POSIX, CDMI and REST
• Provides integration with EGI AppDB service for 
automatic open data set computation
EGI DataHub
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EGI DataHub Service
https://datahub.egi.eu
www.egi.eu
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